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Image: Francis Crick defines the “Central Dogma” of biology. (Left): A selection from Francis Crick’s notebook,

written in October of 1956 (Cobb, 2017), in which he expresses his Central Dogma concept for the first time.

(Right): Crick delivering the lecture in which he first published the concept, on September 19, 1957.

Prologue

Gene expression refers to the mechanisms by which genes are manifested in the phenotype.
For example, most timber wolves (Canis lupus) have gray fur, but a few have black fur. Pelage
(fur) color is genetically determined. Wolves with genotype KBKB or KBkb have black fur (at
least when young), whereas gray wolves have genotype kbkb. They key gene involved is called
β-defensin 103 (or CBD103 ; Candille et al. 2007). But how exactly does this gene function to
affect pelage color?

Like most “textbook” genes, β-defensin 103 is a structural gene, meaning it codes for
some type of molecule. Most structural genes code for protein or structural RNAs, like rRNA
or tRNA. In the case of β-defensin 103, it codes for a protein. In this lecture we review the
function of such protein-coding genes in preparation for a deeper dive into gene expression later
in the course.
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1 How are genes expressed?

1.1 Readings and videos

� Required readings: §1.9, §1.17, §1.23, and §1.26 of the textbook (Krebs et al., 2018).

� Required videos:

– CSHL DNA Learning Center, “The Central Dogma of Biology.”

– National Human Genome Research Institute, “Genetic Code.”

� Optional reading: Cobb (2017).

1.2 Core exercises

1. Express, entirely in your own words, the Central Dogma of Molecular Biology. Do not
paraphrase or quote directly from the text or any other source.

2. The following sequence represents an expressed portion of a human gene called PTEN
(specifically, part of exon 3), and is written using the convention described in §1.26 of the
textbook (Krebs et al., 2018):

TTGGATTCAAAGCATAAAAACCAT
AACCTAAGTTTCGTATTTTTGGTA

(a) Using the convention expressed in §1.26, identify which
strand is the coding, or sense, strand and which is the
template, or antisense, strand.

(b) Write the proper mRNA sequence that would be tran-
scribed from this sequence of PTEN.

(c) The PTEN sequence above is written in the main read-
ing frame of the gene. Using the universal genetic code,
translate this mRNA sequence into the correct amino acid
sequence. In your answer, use the standard 1-letter ab-
breviation (see chart at right). Also, identify which end is
the N-terminus and which is the C-terminus.

3. What 3 elements comprise a gene, as defined in §1.26 of the textbook?

4. Compare and contrast gene expression in prokaryotes and eukaryotes.
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2 How can DNAmutate, and what are the consequences?

2.1 Readings and internet sources

� Required readings: §1.11, §1.12, §1.19 §1.24 of the textbook (Krebs et al., 2018).

� Required internet source: NIH’s National Human Genome Research Institute Talking
Glossary of Genetic Terms.

2.2 Core exercises

1. Point mutations: Compare and contrast the following concepts: point substitution, point
deletion and point insertion.

2. Explain the difference between transitions and transversions. Which is more common?

3. Chromosomal mutations: Compare and contrast the following types of chromosomal mu-
tations: deletions, inversions, duplications, and translocation.

4. Consequences of mutations: Compare and contrast the following consequences of muta-
tions: silent, null, missense, nonsense, frameshift, loss-of-function and gain-of-function.

2.3 Intermediate exercises

5. Hypothesize why transition mutations are more common than transversions.

6. Consider the following sequences of point deletions and insertions in the same coding
region of a single gene, as studied by Crick et al. (1961). Indicate which would and which
would not generate frameshift mutations, and explain your reasoning:

(a) Insertion–deletion.

(b) Deletion–insertion.

(c) Deletion–deletion–insertion.

(d) Insertion–deletion–insertion.

(e) Deletion–deletion–deletion.

(f) Insertion–insertion–insertion.

7. Consider the following examples of actual mutations. Classify each and list its conse-
quences, using proper professional terminology, as completely as you can. Do not look
them up. Work out the classification and consequences based entirely on your under-
standing of the concepts.

(a) Sickle-cell anemia: The 7th codon of the Hbb (beta-globin) gene is GAG in healthy
individuals. However, in people suffering sickle-cell anemia it reads GTG.
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(b) Retinoblastoma: A form of hereditary cancer of the retina is caused in part by a
healthy sequence in the Rb gene changing from TCGGGAC → TCGGAC. This
change causes part of the pRB protein’s primary structure to change from

. . . SFGTSEKFQKINQMVCNSD. . .→ . . . SFGLLRSSRK[End].

(See the amino acid abbreviations in the chart above.) All amino acids in the mutant
protein are identical except the ones shown in red, and although the healthy pRB
protein has 87 more amino acids following the aspartic acid (D) shown, the mutant
protein ends at the lysine (K) shown.

(c) Chronic myelogenous leukemia: This form of leukemia arises when sections of chro-
mosomes 9 and 22 swap places, as shown here:

(d) Resistance to HIV infection: In certain populations, approximately 5-10% of the
people resist infection by HIV. The cause appears to be a mutation in the CCR5
gene. The resistance allele is called ∆32 because it is missing 32 base pairs that
usually exist in the “normal” CCR5 gene.

(e) Phosphatase and tensin homologue: One section of the 7th exon of the PTEN gene
in humans most commonly reads, TACTTTGAG, which codes for YFE (see chart
above). In some people, however, that sequence reads, TACTTCGAG.

(f) Phosphatase and tensin homologue again: In the same section of the PTEN gene
shown above, some people have a sequence that reads, TACTTGGAG.

(g) PTEN hamartoma tumor syndrome: Returning to the PTEN gene, this time in exon
5 most people have the sequence CAATGGCTA, which codes for QWL, while others
have the sequence CAATGTGCTA.
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Image Credits

Figure (Left): Image from Cobb (2017), credited to Wellcome Library, London.

Figure (Right): Published by BBC News, credited to Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory.
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